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ABSTRACT

Aims. We carried out sensitive searches for the 12CO J = 1–0 and J = 2–1 lines in the giant extragalactic HI ring in Leo to investigate
the star formation process within environments where gas metallicities are close to solar, but physical conditions are different than
those typical of bright galaxy disks. Our aim is to check the range of validity of known scaling relations.
Methods. We used the IRAM-30 m telescope to observe 11 regions close to HI gas peaks or where sparse young massive stars have
been found. For all pointed observations we reached spectral noise between 1 and 5 mK for at least one of the observed frequencies
at 2 km s−1 spectral resolution.
Results. We marginally detect two 12CO J = 1–0 lines in the star-forming region Clump 1 of the Leo ring, whose radial velocities are
consistent with those of Hα lines, but whose line widths are much smaller than observed for virialized molecular clouds of similar
mass in galaxies. The low signal-to-noise ratio, the small line widths, and the extremely low number densities inferred by virialized
cloud models suggest that a more standard population of molecular clouds, still undetected, might be in place. Using upper limits to
the CO lines, the most sensitive pointed observations show that the molecular gas mass surface density is lower than expected from
the extrapolation of the molecular Kennicutt–Schmidt relation established in the disk of galaxies. The sparse stellar population in the
ring, possibly forming ultra diffuse dwarf galaxies, might then be the result of a short molecular gas depletion time in this extreme
environment.
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1. Introduction

Although our understanding of the basic physical processes
leading to star formation is based on high resolution Galac-
tic studies (e.g., André et al. 2019), nearby galaxies have often
complemented Milky Way studies offering a variety of inter-
stellar medium (ISM) conditions to be examined (Corbelli et al.
2012, 2017; Leroy et al. 2013, 2021; Elmegreen 2015). Extra-
galactic surveys have widened our knowledge of the star forma-
tion process by inspecting how this changes as galaxies evolve
through cosmic time, as galaxy mass, morphology, and metal-
licity change (e.g., Kennicutt & Evans 2012; Krumholz et al.
2012; Tacconi et al. 2020; Lutz et al. 2021). Dwarf galaxies and
outer disks of spiral galaxies have been targets used to inves-
tigate star formation laws in low density regions (Thilker et al.
2007; Krumholz 2013; Elmegreen & Hunter 2015; Watson et al.
2016; López-Sánchez et al. 2018; Corbelli et al. 2019). Some
key questions arise regarding the formation of the molecular
phase and its tracers, as well as the scaling relation of the star
formation rate (SFR) with the surface or volume gas density,
such as the Kennicutt–Schmidt (K–S) law (Bigiel et al. 2010;
Krumholz 2012; de los Reyes & Kennicutt 2019; Bacchini et al.
2020). The low metallicities, however, have often limited the
interpretation of results, especially those concerning the forma-
tion and evolution of molecular clouds, building blocks of the
star formation process and traced via CO lines (Bolatto et al.
2013; Hunt et al. 2015; Archer et al. 2022).

Very few studies have been dedicated to the formation of
stars at yet another extreme: metal-rich low density regions,
such as intergalactic neutral clouds of tidal origin. Most stud-
ied cases deal with shocked gas recently removed from the disk
of galaxies through tidal encounters where the gas and star for-
mation densities are high (Braine et al. 2000; Lisenfeld et al.
2004; Querejeta et al. 2021). The paucity of more quiescent cold
clouds in the Local Universe, with only occasional formation of
stars, surely limits the exploration of the slow star formation pro-
cess in these metal-rich but low density environments. However,
these clouds offer the unique opportunity to test star formation
laws at extremely low rates where gas physical conditions are
different than in disk galaxies (with no rotational support and no
stellar disk driving supersonic turbulence). Stochasticity at the
upper end of the stellar initial mass function (IMF) and density
dependencies of the CO-to-H2 conversion factor (Lamers et al.
2002; da Silva et al. 2014; Hu et al. 2022) requires some caution
in interpreting the results; nevertheless, understanding star for-
mation in extragalactic clouds of tidal origin is very relevant
because we might capture the slow build-up process of diffuse
dwarf galaxy formation (Pasha et al. 2021).

The serendipitous discovery of an optically dark HI cloud in
the M96 group (Schneider et al. 1983) has since triggered a great
deal of discussion on the origin and survival of the most extended
and massive HI structure in the local intergalactic medium. With
an extension of about 200 kpc and a neutral gas mass MHI =
2×109 M�, the cloud has a ring-like shape; it is also known as the
Leo ring which might orbit the galaxies M 105 and NGC 3384
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with a 4 Gyr period (Schneider 1985). The ring is more than
three Holmberg radii distant from any known galaxy, and is sig-
nificantly larger than other known collisional rings. The lack of a
significant intragroup diffuse starlight and of an extended optical
counterpart of the ring (Pierce & Tully 1985; Kibblewhite et al.
1985; Watkins et al. 2014) supports the ring primordial origin
hypothesis (Schneider et al. 1989; Sil’chenko et al. 2003). Inter-
mediate resolution HI maps, obtained with the Very Large Array
(VLA) with an effective beam of 45′′, revealed the presence
of gas clumps (Schneider et al. 1986) with column densities
of order 1021 cm−2 with a few of these associated with faint
ultraviolet (UV) emitting regions, indicative of recent local-
ized events of star formation (Thilker et al. 2009). Spectroscopic
data, acquired recently for two major HI clumps in the Leo
ring (Clump1 and Clump2E) have recently given new insights
into the Leo cloud mystery, revealing the presence of ionized
gas and metal lines compatible with gas metal abundances close
to solar (Corbelli et al. 2021a), and thus finally unambiguously
revealing the ring tidal origin. Numerical simulations have pro-
vided some evidence that the gas might have been stripped from
a low luminosity galaxy about 1 Gyr ago or during a galaxy–
galaxy head-on collision (Rood & Williams 1985; Bekki et al.
2005; Michel-Dansac et al. 2010).

The gas in the Leo ring, pre-enriched in a galactic disk
and tidally stripped, did not manage to form stars very effi-
ciently in intergalactic space. There has been no confirmed dif-
fuse Hα emission (Reynolds et al. 1986; Donahue et al. 1995)
or CO detection from a pervasive population of giant molecular
complexes (Schneider et al. 1989). However, deep optical imag-
ing (Stierwalt et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2015; Müller et al. 2018;
Mihos et al. 2018) reported diffuse faint dwarf galaxies close to
the ring, which, together with the possibility of clump rotation
inferred from the ring HI mapping (Schneider et al. 1986), sug-
gests a slow in situ formation of dwarf galaxies. The Hα lumi-
nosities of the recently discovered ionized nebulae, together with
archival Hubble Space Telescope images, indicate unambigu-
ously that in fact sporadic star formation episodes have been
taking place in the ring during the last 10 Myr (Corbelli et al.
2021b). These localized events of star formation happen close
to HI gas peaks at an average rate of 0.0004 M� yr−1 kpc−2. The
presence of stars more massive than a B0 type and the spatial
distribution of stellar cluster ages suggest that these events might
have been triggered by feedback from a previous generation of
stars.

It is interesting to investigate gas cooling and fragmen-
tation driving these events of star formation, whether they
produce molecular clouds and gas clumps with physical char-
acteristics similar to those in disk galaxies, such as the
size–linewidth relation, mass surface densities, star formation
efficiencies The inferred high metal abundances in the Leo ring
make it an ideal candidate for investigating if and how stars are
formed out of molecular hydrogen, and if this can be traced via
CO emission in a low density environment. The formation of
stars and the molecule formation balance is still unexplored in a
simplified environment with a lower radiation field, lower grav-
ity (no pervasive stellar population or dark matter).

In this paper we present the results of IRAM-30 mm deep
pointed observations searching for the 12CO J = 1–0 and J = 2–
1 lines in gas clumps and star-forming regions of the Leo ring.
Previous CO searches at the location of a few HI peaks have
been carried out using the FCRAO telescope (Schneider et al.
1989) providing upper limits of only 0.8 K km s−1. These mea-
sures exclude that HI clumps are close analogs of dwarf galax-
ies with a high molecular-to-atomic gas ratio (Tacconi & Young

1987; Israel 2005), but leave open the possibility of a more nor-
mal molecular-to-atomic gas ratio, close to a few percent. More-
over, any CO detections can help in understanding how star for-
mation propagates in such environment.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe
the observations and the data analysis. In Sect. 3 we discuss the
marginally detected lines and the possibility that these are due to
spurious noise. In this last case we consider the undetected pop-
ulation of clouds compatible with the upper limits to CO lines,
and relate the molecular gas surface density to the star formation
rate density in Sect. 4. Here we check the consistency of the Leo
ring data with the scaling relation observed in galactic disks and
outer regions of galaxies. In Sect. 5 we summarize and present
our conclusions. Throughout this paper we assume that the dis-
tance to the Leo ring is 10 Mpc (i.e., 1 arcsec corresponds to a
scale of 48.5 pc).

2. Observations of 12CO lines

In this section we describe the pointed observations of gas
clumps and star-forming regions of the Leo ring performed with
the IRAM-30 m telescope at the frequencies of 12CO J = 1–0 and
J = 2–1 lines. The antenna beam, with a full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) of 21.4 arcsec at 115 GHz and of 10.7 arcsec
at 230 GHz, is sufficiently large to cover each HII region (2–
3 arcsec or about 100–150 pc in size) and its surroundings in just
one pointing. The possibility of simultaneously observing two
CO lines at different frequencies and with different beam sizes
can possibly constrain line excitation mechanism and the CO
extent.

We carried out IRAM-30 m pointed observations in four
selected areas during five observing periods from November
2020 to January 2022. We observed all positions using the wob-
bler switching mode, setting the wobble throw at 90 arcsec. The
use of the wobble produces spectra with better baselines with
respect to the standard position switching ON-OFF observing
mode. This becomes very relevant when averaging several scans
(i.e., for long observing periods). The locations in the ring of
the four HI gas clumps observed are shown in Fig. 1, where we
highlight in green the FWHM of the IRAM beam at 115 GHz and
the indicative locations of the wobble throw. The wobble throw
encompasses gaseous regions of the ring and this is of concern
for a possible evaluation of CO diffuse emission. Given the local-
ized and rare event of star formation in the ring and the ring’s dis-
tance, it is unlikely that the wobbler throw can intersect a giant
molecular cloud at the same velocity as that on-source since
the wobble throw is at a projected distance of more than 4 kpc
from the source and the expected signal is only a few km s−1

wide. The Fast Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) backend
with a spectral resolution of 195 kHz was used, corresponding
to channel widths of 0.5 km s−1 at 115 GHz and 0.25 km s−1 at
230 GHz. The VESPA backend system with 78.1 kHz resolution
(0.2 km s−1) and the WILMA backend system with 10 km s−1

resolution were also used, but the noise level was higher than for
the FTS backend when data were smoothed at the same spectral
resolution, and therefore we only discuss the FTS data.

For every pointed observation our aim was to reach a spec-
tral noise σ ≤ 5 mK in the averaged spectra for one of the two
CO lines when smoothed at a spectral resolution δV = 2 km s−1.
We list in Table 1 the coordinates of the 11 regions where we
achieve this goal; deep pointed observations were carried out for
every position during at least two distinct runs. The final rms in
the CO J = 1–0 spectra ranges between 1.1 mK in C1a and 5 mK
in C1an, which means that the spectral sensitivity is between
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BST

Clump2E

Clump2

Clump1

Fig. 1. Four HI clumps in the Leo ring where deep searches for the
CO J = 1–0 and J = 2–1 lines have been carried out with the IRAM-
30 m telescope (green circles). The circle size is the FWHM of the
115 GHz beam (22 arcsec). More than one location has been observed
in Clump1 and Clump2E where Hα emission has been recently detected
(see Figs. 2 and 3). The yellow contours indicate the column density of
the HI gas in the giant Leo ring as observed with the VLA (45 arcsec
beam) by Schneider et al. (1986). The magenta dashed circles indicate
the location of the wobble OFF positions. The background image is the
GALEX far-UV image.

27 and 6 times better than previous observations carried out by
Schneider et al. (1989). In addition, the large FCRAO beam is
more strongly affected by beam dilution having a four times
larger beam area.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we show zoomed-in images of the regions
of Clump 1 and Clump 2E where more than one position has
been observed. We indicate the observed positions with a con-
tinuous and dashed red circle, where the size is the FWHM of
the IRAM beam at 115 and 230 GHz, respectively. In the back-
ground we display the location of the Hα counterparts observed
with MUSE at VLT and the far-UV (FUV) counterparts detected
by the GALEX satellite. In Table 1 we also show the rms of
stacked spectra, obtained by averaging spectra at different but
spatially close locations. These are C1ab, resulting from averag-
ing C1a, C1b, C1an, C1ase; C1cl, resulting from averaging Cl1
and C1c; and C2E, resulting from averaging C2Ea, C2EB, and
C2Ef. Clump 2 and BST have just one pointed observation; for
Clump 2 the observed position is that of the nominal HI peak
(Schneider et al. 1986), while for BST we selected BSTD, the
location of a faint FUV region with no optical counterpart (to
avoid contamination by background galaxies).

The value of sigma was computed in the heliocentric veloc-
ity range 800–1200 km s−1. A robust detection would show peak
intensity above 5σ in one of the lines with the second line at
least marginally detected with peak or integrated line brightness

Table 1. Coordinates of selected regions of the Leo ring and the rms σ
of CO spectra sampled at 2 km s−1 channel width.

Region RA Dec σ1−0 σ2−1

(mK) (mK)

C1a 10:47:47.9 12:11:32.0 1.1 1.0
C1b 10:47:47.4 12:11:27.7 2.8 2.6
C1an 10:47:47.9 12:11:40.0 5.0 6.6
C1ase 10:47:48.4 12:11:23.1 4.1 4.0
C1c 10:47:46.0 12:11:08.6 4.4 4.1
C2Ea 10:48:13.5 12:02:24.3 3.7 3.3
C2Eb 10:48:14.1 12:02:32.5 4.2 3.7
C2Ef 10:48:14.5 12:02:20.1 4.3 3.9
BSTd 10:47:42.9 12:11:23.1 1.5 1.5
Cl1 10:47:46.8 12:11:11.0 3.0 3.2
Cl2 10:47:54.9 12:14:13.0 4.4 6.0
C1ab Stacked Stacked 0.99 0.84
C1cl Stacked Stacked 2.5 2.7
C2E Stacked Stacked 2.2 1.9

Notes. Units are main beam temperatures.

above 3σ. We do not have any robust detections, only a few
marginal detections. Given the velocities of the Hα lines, we
consider as marginal detections the CO lines that lie in the veloc-
ity range 900–1100 km s−1 and that fulfill one of the following
criteria: (1) the peak intensity or the integrated line brightness is
above 3σ and lies within ±20 km s−1 of the mean Hα velocity
of the nearest HII regions or HI peaks; (2) the peak intensity or
the integrated line brightness is above 3σ for both the CO J = 1–
0 and J = 2–1 lines; (3) the peak intensity or the integrated line
brightness is above 4σ for only one of the lines.

In Table 2 we show all the lines that satisfy one of the
above criteria and their estimated parameters. In that Table we
list (from left to right): the name of the region and the CO line
observed; the spectral resolution and the rms of the spectrum at
that resolution in the 100 km s−1 interval around the line; the sum
of the line emission in the spectral window of the signal in main
beam units; the integrated emission of a Gaussian line fitted to
the signal; the main beam peak temperature and the FWHM of
the Gaussian fitted to the line; its peak velocity in the heliocen-
tric reference system. In the last column we show for reference
the heliocentric peak velocity of the Hα line detected at the same
location, except for Cl2 where the Hα line is undetected and we
show the HI line peak velocity. We have two marginal detec-
tions at the location of C1a and C1b, the two HII regions in
Clump 1, whose spectra are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In C1a,
the line for the J = 1–0 transition looks more promising than
the higher level transition. The remarkably low rms level of the
C1a spectra required 72 h of telescope time. No J = 2–1 coun-
terpart is detected for the 12CO J = 1–0 line marginally detected
in C1b and shown in Fig. 5. For Cl2 J = 1–0 line we find sim-
ilar parameters and integrated signal-to-noise ratio by choosing
a spectral resolution δv = 0.5 or δv = 1.0 km s−1. In Table 2
and in Fig. 5 we show the results for the lowest spectral resolu-
tion for which we have the highest signal-to-noise ratio for the
line peak. However, the peak velocity for Cl2 is higher by about
100 km s−1 than the velocity of the HI peak. This, and the high
value of σ2−1, which does not allow us to detect a possible J = 2–
1 line counterpart, casts some doubt on the effective presence of
CO emission at the observed location. Within the 1′×1 arcmin2

MUSE field entered on Clump 2 no Hα line has been detected.
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MUSE-Halpha

Cl1
C1c

C1an

C1ase

C1b

C1a

GALEX-FUV

Cl1
C1c

C1an

C1ase

C1b

C1a

Fig. 2. Contours of the Hα emission of the three ionized regions in Clump1 (C1a, C1b, and C1c) overlaid (in green) on the MUSE-Hα image
(left panel) and on the GALEX-FUV continuum image (right panel). The contour levels are 1.3, 2.5, 5, 10, 15×10−20 erg s−1 cm−2 per pixel (0.2′′).
The red continuous lines indicate the size of the 230 GHz beam FWHM at the locations observed in Clump1 with the IRAM-30 m telescope. The
dashed red lines show the corresponding FWHM of the 115 GHz beam. The observed position labels are placed just outside the continuous red
line circles.

MUSE-Halpha

C2Ef

C2Eb

C2Ea

C2Ef

C2Eb

C2Ea

GALEX-FUV

C2Ef

C2Eb

C2Ea

Fig. 3. Contours of the Hα emission of the two ionized regions in Clump2E, and of the partial ring overlaid (in green) on the MUSE-Hα image (left
panel) and on the GALEX-FUV continuum image (right panel). The contour levels are 1.3, 2.5, 5, 10, 25×10−20 erg s−1 cm−2 per pixel (0.2′′). The
red continuous lines indicate the size of the 230 GHz FWHM IRAM-30m telescope beam at the observed locations in Clump2E. The dashed red
lines show the corresponding FWHM of the 115 GHz beam. The observed position labels are placed just outside the continuous red line circles.

Unfortunately, the FUV emission lies about 30 arcsec from the
HI peak of Clump 2 and is at the edge of the MUSE field, out-
side the FWHM of IRAM beams. Thus, we do not know if stars
are currently forming in Clump 2. We note that in other posi-
tions, such as C1a and BSTD, when the rms level in the averaged
spectrum was much higher than the final one shown in Table 1,
there were marginally detected lines that were not confirmed by

longer integrations. Given the wide search range we consider the
marginal detection in Cl2 to be due to sporadic noise.

Possible weak lines do not show up in the stacked spectra
C1ab and this favors the hypothesis that the C1a and C1b lines
are pseudo detections. The anomalous negative narrow line is
not detected in individual spectra, although the analysis of C1a
and C1b spectra at high resolution highlights that a very narrow
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Table 2. Parameters of the marginally detected 12CO lines.

Source 12CO δV σ Isum Igau T peak
gau Wgau VCO

hel VHα
hel

(line) (km s−1) (mK) (mK km s−1) (mK km s−1) (mK) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)

C1a J = 1−0 0.5 1.9 7.0 ± 1.9 6.9±2 5.6 1.2±0.3 1000.0±0.2 994±2
C1a J = 2−1 0.5 1.9 10.1±2.9 10.6±3 4.3 2.3±0.3 1002.9±0.2 994±2
C1b J = 1−0 0.5 5.4 32±8 32±9 14.4 2.1±0.7 987.6± 0.3 1003±3
C1ab J = 1–0 0.5 1.7 −8.6±1.8 −6.2±1 −11.0 0.53±0.27 977.0±0.1 994–1003
Cl2 J = 1–0 1.0 5.7 54±15 55±13 21. 2.4±0.7 1059.2±0.5 956(VHI

hel)

Notes. CO line units are main beam temperatures.

Fig. 4. Spectra of CO J = 1–0 (bottom) and J = 2–1 (top) at the posi-
tion C1a for a spectral resolution of 0.5 km s−1. Gaussian fits to lines
marginally detected with the highest integrated signal-to-noise emis-
sion are shown as a green line. The velocities of the Gaussian peaks are
indicated by green vertical dashed lines. The horizontal blue lines at the
bottom of each panel indicate the expected velocity range (as given by
the C1a Hα line velocity ±20 km s−1).

line is present at the same velocity in C1a during two of the four
observing periods. At the same time, a wider but fainter neg-
ative feature is present in the C1b spectra that might enhance
the C1a feature when stacked spectra are produced. No features
are present in the same channel at the higher frequency, and this
excludes a possible problem with a particular correlation chan-
nel. Having a FWHM of only 0.5 km s−1 (line width confirmed at
higher spectral resolution) it is also very unlikely that the line is
due to diffuse CO emission at the location of the wobble throw.
Since the specific location of the reference spectrum changes
with source elevation, we do not expect possible gas at the throw
locations to have a coherent velocity. The feature is likely the
result of a local interference.

3. Candidate molecular clouds in Clump 1

In this section we discuss the marginally detected lines at the
C1a and C1b locations in the proximity of Clump 1, as shown in
Table 2 and Fig. 5. The spectral noise for these pointed observa-

Fig. 5. Spectra of CO J = 1–0 at the positions of C1b (bottom) and
Cl2 (middle) for 0.5 and 1 km s−1 channel width. The green lines show
Gaussian fits to marginal detections with the highest integrated signal-
to-noise emission. The velocities of the Gaussian peaks are indicated by
green vertical dashed lines. The red dotted line shows the corresponding
J = 2–1 spectra. The horizontal blue lines at the bottom of each panel
indicate the expected velocity range (the Cl2 line is offset by more than
20 km s−1 from the velocity of the HI peak). The top panel shows the
CO J = 1–0 stacked spectra of four adjacent positions in Clump1 (C1a,
C1b, C1an, C1se). The Gaussian fit to the narrow negative dip (see text)
is shown by the continuous green line.

tions is very low and a few very young massive stars are found at
these locations. All cloud models mentioned in this section refer
to the CO-bright parts of GMCs and for these, given the close-
to-solar metallicity measured (12 + log O/H' 8.6; Corbelli et al.
2021a), we assume a standard solar CO-to-H2 conversion factor
XCO = 2 × 1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1. This converts the observed
CO J = 1–0 intensity ICO into the beam diluted column density
of molecular hydrogen, and it is equivalent to using the factor
αCO = 4.3 M� (K km s−1 pc2)−1 when inferring the molecular
mass density. At the end of this section we also discuss the pos-
sibility of CO-dark gas.

The star-forming regions C1a and C1b are close to the
peak of Clump 1, the largest HI overdensity in the main
body of the ring at a mean heliocentric velocity of 987 km s−1
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(Schneider et al. 1986). Their separation from the nominal posi-
tion of the HI peak is 27 and 19 arcsec. These are very rough
estimates given the 45 arcsec FWHM of the VLA beam used for
mapping the 21 cm emission (Schneider et al. 1986) . The neb-
ula C1a is the second brightest HII region discovered by MUSE:
the two CO line radial velocities are in full agreement with each
other and with the velocities of the HI and HII gas (987 and
994 km s−1 respectively). For C1b we have an even better corre-
spondence between the CO and the HI radial velocities (both
at 987 km s−1). We infer the mass of molecular gas from the
observed lines and its uncertainties, and then discuss the possi-
ble physical characteristics of a population of molecular clouds
in the area.

We can write the molecular mass, which takes into account
the contribution of heavy elements, as

MCO = 1.05 × 104S 1−0
CO D2

Mpc = 3.8 × 103 0.7
R21

S 2−1
CO D2

Mpc, (1)

where S CO is the integrated line flux density in Jy km s−1, R21
is the intrinsic (2–1)/(1–0) line ratio (i.e., in brightness tem-
perature), and DMpc is the distance to the source (in Mpc;
Bolatto et al. 2013). The observed integrated line intensity ICO
measures the beam diluted brightness temperature Tb ∆v = ICO
Ωs∗b/Ωs, where the Ωs∗b solid angle is the source convolved with
the telescope beam, and it is equal to the telescope solid angle
when the source is much smaller than the beam. We work under
this assumption, and given the IRAM telescope parameters, we
convert the intensity in K main beam temperature units into flux
densities in Jy as

S CO

[Jy km s−1]
= 5

ICO

[K km s−1]
. (2)

Assuming that the emitting clouds in C1a and C1b are at the
beam center, the observed CO line fluxes imply masses of 3.7 ×
104 M� and 1.7 × 105 M� respectively (i.e., a total mass on the
order of 2 × 105 M�). This is lower than that estimated from the
standard value of the gas consumption time discussed at the end
of this section.

For sources that are offset with respect to the beam center,
the molecular mass using Eq. (1) is underestimated. In M 33
the spatial correlation between infrared selected young stellar
clusters and giant molecular clouds is strong, with a typical sep-
aration of 17 pc (Corbelli et al. 2017). This displacement, less
than 1 arcsec at the distance of the Leo ring, would be negligi-
ble for the IRAM beams. Considering the nearest galaxies of the
PHANGS sample (NGC 628, NGC 5068, NGC 5194, observed
in the CO J = 2–1 line with good spatial resolution, similar to
that of M 33), the separation between independent star-forming
regions is on the order of 100 pc (Chevance et al. 2020). Sim-
ilarly the nearest neighbor separation between massive GMCs
and young stellar clusters in a larger PHANGS sample is found
to be on the order of 100 pc (Turner et al. 2022). This suggests
that the separation between HII regions and the associated native
molecular clouds, or the molecular cloud formed by feedback,
is expected to be on the order of 100 pc for Hα selected star-
forming regions. This separation is much smaller than the beam
HWHW at 115 GHz. Corrections to the observed flux become
severe when the separation between the emitting object and the
beam center is larger than the beam HWHM. Feedback effects
might be stronger in the Leo ring than in galaxies, and we can
use the HII region radius, on the order of 150 pc (3 arcsec), as
a rough estimate for the expected cloud-HII region separation.
Considering projection effects and pointing errors, on the order

of 1.5 arcsec, the cloud–beam center offsets are expected to be
less than 6 arcsec. This can reduce the flux recovered for the
CO J = 2–1 line by up to about 50%, but the effects on the
CO J = 1–0 line are much smaller.

3.1. Relating cloud physical parameters

To estimate the cloud radii in parsecs, Rpc, we use the virial the-
orem assuming a cloud density profile and a virial-to-CO lumi-
nous mass ratio. For ρ ∝ r−1 we have

Mvir

M�
= 188Rpc × FWHM2, (3)

where the FWHM is in km s−1 (Bolatto et al. 2013). Assum-
ing that Mvir/MCO = 1.0, as is often observed in galaxies
(Bolatto et al. 2013), and using the FWHM of the marginal
detections, we infer very large cloud radii (136 and 206 pc for
C1a and C1b respectively). These radii, given the cloud mass,
imply extremely low molecular gas volume densities, which are
unphysical given the inefficient formation of molecules when gas
densities are below 30 cm−3 (Hu et al. 2022). In addition, the
marginally detected lines are narrow for their observed bright-
ness, and not compatible with the standard size–linewidth rela-
tion which reads (Bolatto et al. 2013)

Rpc = CSL FWHM2, (4)

with CSL = 0.37 pc (km s−1)−2 and which implies parsec-size
clouds for the observed linewidths. The standard size–linewidth
relation predicts cloud masses that scale with radius or FWHM
as follows:

Mvir

M�
= 188 CSL FWHM4 = 188

R2
pc

CSL
. (5)

In this case the cloud mass surface density is

Σmol

M� pc−2 =
MCO

πR2
pc

=
188
πCSL

. (6)

This is constant and on the order of 162 M� pc−2 (Bolatto et al.
2013), much higher than the 0.6 M� pc−2 we estimate at C1a.
Any additional mass, such as CO-dark mass in a virialized cloud
core or any mass corrections for cloud offsets with respect to the
beam center, will increase the deviations from the size–linewidth
relation observed in galaxies.

3.2. Standard cloud model

The CO lines shown in Table 2 are tentative detections with large
uncertainties. In this subsection we assume that lines listed in
Table 2 are not true detections, but false signals driven by spo-
radic noise. In this case, by considering clouds with physical
parameters similar to those in galaxies, undetected because their
emission is below the detection threshold, we can derive upper
limits to their masses. The data on the J = 2–1 line are not used
in this section because of uncertainties in the intrinsic line ratio
(gas densities might not be sufficiently high that collisional equi-
librium is reached for this higher level line), and because of pos-
sible cloud displacements with respect to the smaller 230 GHz
beam. The J = 2–1 data is examined in the next section when we
consider the beam diluted molecular gas surface brightness.

For the standard model we assume that the size–linewidth
relation observed in galaxies and described by Eq. (4) applies.
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Fig. 6. Predicted relations between cloud parameters for the swollen and the standard cloud model. Left panels: cloud viral radius in relation to
the line FWHM (bottom panel) and to the cloud viral mass (upper panel) according to the standard cloud model. The long dashed line is for
the swollen model, which reproduces the tentative detections. Right panels: cloud viral mass in relation to the average volume density (bottom
panel) and mass surface density (upper panel) for the standard and the swollen model. The tentative detections for C1a and C1b are shown as blue
triangles for the swollen mode in each panel. For the standard model we only have upper limits which are shown by cross symbols with red arrows.

If a population of clouds with cloud masses lower than Mmax
is in place we can compute Mmax from the rms of the observed
spectra. We focus here on the C1a and C1b areas. We compute
the maximum mass as a function of the J = 1–0 spectral rms σmK
in mK at a spectral resolution δv in km s−1 as follows:

Mmax

M�
=

5 × 1.05 × 103 × 3σmK × FWHM
√

FWHM/δv
. (7)

Setting this maximum mass equal to Mvir we have that

FWHM
km s−1 =

( Mvir

188CSL

)0.25
=

M0.25
max

2.9
. (8)

Substituting this expression for the FWHM into Eq. (7) for δv =
2 km s−1 we have Mmax as a function of the values of σmK quoted
in Table 1, which reads

Mmax

M�
= 8 × 104σ1.14

mK . (9)

The lowest value of Mmax is 9 × 104 M� for C1a, where we have
the lowest noise; the highest value of Mmax is 5 × 105 M� at
C1an. The upper limit Mmax in C1a is higher than the tentatively
detected mass because of the wider line considered. If clouds are
not at the beam center but within the beam FWHM, a slightly
higher maximum mass should be considered.

In the left panel of Fig. 6 we show the FWHM and Mvir as a
function of cloud radius Rpc for the standard model considered.
The upper limits to C1a and C1b are shown as red crosses. For
comparison, we also plot a scaled version of Eq. (4) obtained by
replacing the coefficient CSL with a smaller constant value which
fits the marginally detected CO J = 1–0 line in C1a. Although
this model, referred to as the swollen model, is in agreement
with the pseudo-lines in the spectra of C1a and C1b, we see that
it predicts densities that are too low for the gas to be molecular.

In the right panel of the same figure we show the average molec-
ular hydrogen number density and the molecular mass surface
density in the clouds (computed as the ratio of the cloud mass
MCO to the cloud virial volume or area) for the same models as
a function of the cloud viral mass.

3.3. CO-dark gas and the gas self-shielding conditions

It is clear from Fig. 6 that the marginally detected lines pre-
dict mean cloud densities that are three orders of magnitude
lower than values for standard clouds observed in galaxies. This
casts some doubt on the ability of gas to form molecules and
to self-shield them from UV radiation from the nearby massive
stars. If UV radiation from an HII region or from the interstel-
lar field is incident on a neutral cloud, H2 molecules can reach
high fractional abundance only after one magnitude of visual
extinction, while CO is found deeper in denser clumps, where
AV > 2 mag or NH > 4 × 1021 cm−2 (Hollenbach & Tielens
1999). Estimates of the visual extinction, made through the
Balmer decrement observed in optical spectra, give AV ∼ 0.5
(Corbelli et al. 2021b). The presence of CO-dark envelopes can
increase the cloud column density and attenuate the UV radiation
field. Numerical simulations have shown that these envelopes
are very common when gas volume densities are low, even for
metal abundances close to solar (Hu et al. 2022). However, CO-
dark envelopes lower the star formation efficiency (SFE) but do
not help solve the problem of the low number gas densities in
CO-bright clumps. The low gas densities suggest low fractional
abundances of molecular hydrogen and long free-fall times.

Theoretically, the detailed formation-dissociation balance
for H2 and CO molecules depends on the ratio n/G, where n
is the gas volume density and G is the intensity of the UV radi-
ation field. The radii of the C1a and C1b HII regions are about
200 and 100 pc, respectively. Given the stellar mass and age of
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their associated stellar clusters (Corbelli et al. 2021b), we esti-
mate a UV interstellar radiation field at the edge of the HII
regions that is between 10 and 5 times lower than in our local
interstellar medium. As n/G decreases, the molecule’s fractional
abundances decrease. If a few small dense clumps are floating
in a large more massive diffuse cloud, mostly atomic, the whole
cloud might show a low mean molecular fraction (if pressure
supported or self-gravitating). However, the marginally detected
lines can hardly refer to clumps floating in a diffuse clouds
given the 10 km s−1 FWHM for HI lines usually observed in the
ring (Schneider et al. 1986), although high resolution HI data are
needed to verify that these large FWHMs also apply to hundred
parsec scale regions.

The considerations expressed in this subsection suggest that
the marginally detected lines should be considered with extreme
caution and are likely due to sporadic noise. Future investiga-
tions through HI and CO observations at high spatial resolution,
as well as specific theoretical models, are needed to test the tur-
bulence level and other properties of dense gas fragments that
form the sparse populations of stars in the Leo ring.

4. The star formation law at its lowest extreme

The relevance of CO detections in the Leo ring is not only related
to understanding the physics and chemistry of cold gas overden-
sities forming stars in quiescent intergalactic clouds, but also to
the fact that any detection might represent the lowest extreme
ever observed for the molecular K–S law (Kennicutt & Evans
2012). It might confirm or refute the universality of such rela-
tion when the star formation rate surface density is lower than
in outer disks or gas is not rotationally supported. We test the
molecular K–S law considering upper limits for the CO lines and
the standard cloud model for all IRAM-30 m pointed observa-
tions of star-forming regions in the Leo ring. We note that results
are similar if future observations should confirm the marginally
detected lines. We compare the gas consumption time and the
star formation efficiency determined in disk galaxies to estimates
for the Leo ring star-forming regions.

4.1. The molecular Kennicutt–Schmidt relation

We consider the six pointed observations listed in Table 1
that cover star-forming regions imaged by MUSE and have
σ1−0,2−1 ≤ 5: C1a, C1b, C1ase, C2Ea, C2Eb, C2ef. For these
regions we performed circular aperture photometry in Hα to
measure the SFR and its surface density, ΣSFR. We chose two
apertures with the same angular size as the IRAM beam solid
angle at 115 GHz and at 230 GHz (circular apertures with radii of
6.6 and 13.2 arcsec respectively). For the larger beam the emis-
sion in C1a and C1b is the same at both locations; it gives a SFR
of 8 × 10−4 M� yr−1 using the conversion factor in Table 3 of
Corbelli et al. (2021b) for Mup = 35 M�, which reads

SFRHα

[M� yr−1]
= 1.9 × 10−41 LHα

[erg s−1]
. (10)

The limiting mass for the upper end of the IMF was determined
by Corbelli et al. (2021b) by comparing optical data with simu-
lated stellar cluster models. Similar upper mass limits have been
derived for the young population in outer disks (Bruzzese et al.
2020). We correct for an average visual extinction AV = 0.5.
Uncertainties on the SFR are on the order of 0.5 dex, mostly
driven by stochasticity due to incomplete sampling at the high
mass end of the IMF (Corbelli et al. 2021b). The star formation

rate density in C1a and C1b is 0.6 × 10−4 M� yr−1 kpc−2 in the
115 GHz beam. We computed the star formation rate density for
all the star-forming regions listed in Table 1.

To evaluate the molecular mass in the same aperture, we used
the data in Table 1. We assume an intrinsic line ratio R = 2–1/1–
0 = 0.5 and also use the data of the J = 2–1 spectra. We computed
the molecular mass surface density in the beam assuming that the
source is much smaller than the beam as

Σmol = ΣCO
Ωs

Ωb∗s
=

MCO

Ωb
, (11)

where ΣCO is the cloud column density and MCO is the cloud
mass inferred from CO integrated emission line. The beam solid
angle Ωb is 1.2 × 106 and 3 × 105 pc2 for the IRAM beam at 115
and 230 GHz, respectively, at the distance of the Leo ring. The
expression in Eq. (11) is equivalent to multiplying directly the
integrated main beam temperature by the CO-to-H2 conversion
factor (i.e., it measures the mean mass surface density also in the
case of a population of low mass clouds in the beam).

We use the standard cloud model to derive the limiting mass
surface densities for all six regions, as in Eq. (7), considering
the C1a and C1b lines as spurious noise and the standard cloud
model to infer FWHMlim. This is the FWHM of the most mas-
sive cloud compatible with the data which is computed following
Eqs. (7) and (8):

MCO,lim = 188 CSL FWHM4
lim = 1.58 × 104σmK

√
FWHMlim δv.

(12)

From these equations we find FWHMlim and the associated lim-
iting mass

FWHMlim =
4 × σ0.29

mK

C0.29
SL

⇒ MCO,lim = 4.5 × 104σ
1.14
mK

C0.14
SL

. (13)

The line FWHM in this case is generally smaller than 10 km s−1,
varying between 5.3 and 8.1 km s−1 for the six star-forming
regions considered in this paper. We computed the upper lim-
its to the average molecular mass surface densities in the IRAM
beams for these six regions; these values are plotted in the K–
S diagram in Fig. 7. The solid straight line fits the data of
the molecular mass surface densities of galaxies as given by
Leroy et al. (2013). The dotted lines show the dispersion around
the fitted line. At lower densities we show the range of Σmol
for outer disks according to the data collected by Watson et al.
(2016). The Leo ring data are at extremely low values of molec-
ular gas surface densities and star formation rate densities, where
the K–S relation has not been tested yet. A similar relation for the
atomic gas surface densities is shown by Corbelli et al. (2021b)
and implies extremely long depletion times (DTs) for the HI gas.

Figure 7 indicates that most of the regions lie above the
K–S relation. In particular the location of C1a (the leftmost star-
forming region) and that of C2Ea (the region with the highest
SFR density) in Fig. 7 seem incompatible with an extrapola-
tion of the molecular K–S law towards low density regions.
This inconsistency, evident both for the J = 1–0 line and for the
J = 2–1 line, is then independent from the cloud model con-
sidered. The beam area for the J = 1–0 line is on the order of
1.2 kpc2, 50 times larger than the size of the HII regions, and
on the same order as the scale sampled by Leroy et al. (2013).
The surface density of molecular gas is lower than expected and
implies a very short molecular gas depletion time, in contrast to
the atomic gas depletion time.
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Fig. 7. K–S diagram relating star formation rates to molecular gas surface densities. The upper limits to the average molecular mass surface
densities in the IRAM beams for six star-forming regions observed in the Leo ring are shown with magenta square symbols. The standard cloud
model for the expected FWHM of the lines has been used. The continuum and dotted lines show the K–S relation and its dispersion, as fitted by
Leroy et al. (2013) to the inner disk data of galaxies. The shaded areas indicate the molecular gas surface densities typical of the inner regions of
galaxies and of outer disks (see Watson et al. 2016).

4.2. Star formation efficiency and gas consumption times

The average DT and the SFE are usually defined and related to
each other as

DT = Mmol/SFR SFE = M∗/Mmol = τGMC/DT, (14)

where M∗ is the stellar mass of the young stellar cluster born in
a molecular cloud of mass Mmol, and τGMC is the active lifetime
of molecular clouds. Sometimes the star formation efficiency per
free-fall time is used by substituting τGMC with the free-fall time
at a given spatial resolution.

The average gas depletion time is observed to be relatively
constant in nearby spiral and tidal dwarf galaxies and equal to
109.2 yr (Bigiel et al. 2011; Schruba et al. 2011; Lisenfeld et al.
2017). Given the SFR measured by Corbelli et al. (2021b), for
each region considered in this paper, a DT similar to that
observed in disk galaxies implies molecular masses in the range
0.4–4×106 M�. Our most sensitive observations show that these
masses are overestimated. For the case of C1a the depletion time
is on the order of 3 × 108 yr, a factor of 5 lower than in galax-
ies. Similar conclusions hold if molecular clouds are small but
widespread, as in outer disks (Corbelli et al. 2017, 2019). In this
case we expected an average molecular gas surface density of
order 0.5 M� pc−2 (Heyer & Dame 2015), higher than observed
in the Leo ring, not compatible with the most sensitive data ana-
lyzed in this paper.

We can compute the SFE as the ratio of the stellar mass of
young clusters to the mass of the nearest molecular cloud (i.e.,
assuming that the cluster progenitor cloud has a similar mass
to other clouds in the cluster proximity). The estimated cluster
masses at C1a and C1b are in the range 500–1000 M� and we
expect progenitor clouds to have masses in the range 5–10 ×
104 M� for a typical star formation efficiency of 1%. Therefore,
clouds similar to those progenitors should have been detected by
the deep integration performed in the C1a, even for the standard
cloud model. Lower Mmol implies a higher SFE.

Cloud active lifetimes on the order of 10–20 Myr are mea-
sured by associating molecular clouds detected in deep sur-
vey of nearby galaxies with embedded (only infrared radiation
detected) and exposed (with detectable Hα or optical continuum
emission) young stellar clusters and by determining the age of
the exposed clouds (Kawamura et al. 2009; Corbelli et al. 2017).
A 10 Myr active lifetime and the measured DT give a SFE on the
order of 3%, only slightly higher than determined by observa-
tions and theoretical models of bright spirals (Dobbs & Pringle
2013; Utomo et al. 2018). A somewhat shorter cloud lifetime is
more in agreement with standard SFE values.

We can therefore conclude, using the data for the young and
more active star-forming regions of the Leo ring, that molecu-
lar clouds form stars for a shorter period in the ring’s low den-
sity environment than in disk galaxies. The shorter star forma-
tion timescale indicates that clouds might be easier to dissolve
as stellar feedback switches on and, more in general, that the
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gas-to-star conversion process in the Leo ring might depart from
that studied extensively in disk galaxies. This might explain the
nature of ultra diffuse dwarf galaxies. If molecular clouds dis-
solve quickly, or have a very high efficiency in forming stars,
they will hardly be detected close to young stellar clusters. Our
analysis shows that the decrease in the molecular gas deple-
tion time observed from spiral to dwarf galaxies might not only
be due to a decrease in the gas metallicity, but also to varia-
tions in the local conditions, such as a decrease in stellar mass
and angular momentum, as previously claimed (Saintonge et al.
2011; Leroy et al. 2013; Hunt et al. 2015). The possibility of
CO-dark gas in a low density but solar metallicity environ-
ment, such as the Leo ring, needs to be investigated in more
detail, and might be linked to a change in the cloud’s physi-
cal conditions. The formation of stars from atomic gas should
also be considered in case future more sensitive observations
do not confirm the presence of molecular clouds (Krumholz
2012; Glover & Clark 2012). Sparse CO-bright dense clumps in
extended self-gravitating atomic envelopes might be progenitors
of the sparse population of young stars forming in Clumps 1.

5. Summary and conclusions

The close-to-solar metallicity recently determined for the giant
HI ring in Leo has helped us solve the mystery of the ring origin,
but at the same time the discovery of a sparse population of mas-
sive young stars has triggered new questions, for example why
the gas in this collisional ring has not been forming stars since it
was stripped from its progenitors, how stars form in an environ-
ment more quiescent than a galactic disk, if massive giant molec-
ular clouds exist, and how efficiently they form stars. Moreover,
the question of whether stars are born in clusters, associations, or
in isolation in such an environment still needs to be investigated.

In this paper we presented the results of deep pointed obser-
vations of CO J = 1–0 and J = 2–1 lines in recently discovered
star-forming regions of the Leo ring and close to its two most
prominent HI peaks. These observations reached a spectral sen-
sitivity that is between 27 and 6 times better than previous obser-
vations of the CO J = 1–0 line (Schneider et al. 1989). The new
data sensitivity is sufficiently high to possibly detect the expected
beam diluted molecular gas surface density, given the observed
star formation rate density. The relation between the gas mass
surface density and the star formation rate density has never been
tested for such extremely low SFR densities as observed in the
Leo ring.

For 11 pointed observations we reached a spectral noise
between 1 and 5 mK main beam temperature, at least in one
observed frequency when spectra are smoothed at 2 km s−1 res-
olution. The most sensitive observations were carried out for
C1a, a region where stars are forming at a rate on the order of
10−4 M� yr−1 kpc−2. The average mass surface density of molec-
ular hydrogen in the 115 GHz beam expected from the extrap-
olation of the observed K–S relation in resolved star-forming
galaxies should be higher than 0.1 M� pc−2. The marginally
detected line gives instead a lower mass surface density, only
0.03 M� pc−2. If this marginal detection is spurious noise we
derive a similar upper limit: 0.04 M� pc−2. For the most active
star-forming region found in the ring, C2Ea, the star formation
rate density is 5 × 10−4 M� yr−1 kpc−2 in the 230 GHz beam, but
the surface density of molecular hydrogen is more than three
times lower than expected.

The IRAM-30 m sensitive observations imply that the physi-
cal parameters of the star formation process in the Leo ring might
deviate from those established in disk galaxies. We summarize

below a few scenarios, that might explain deviations from the
K–S law:

– The molecular gas depletion timescale is short or, equiva-
lently, gas condensations are very efficient in forming stars
in the Leo ring. The gas in giant molecular clouds is more
likely to rapidly dissolve or the low star formation rate and
the lack of rotation might favor the formation of only low
mass clouds with a high SFE.

– The mass of CO-bright clumps might only be a fraction of
the cloud mass that collapses and fragments to make stars.
This implies the presence of CO-dark molecular gas or that
collapsing gas is not fully molecular.

– The mean separation between HII regions and the nearest
giant molecular clouds might be larger than 500 pc because
of efficient stellar feedback; molecular clouds in this case
escaped detection because of the limited spatial coverage of
IRAM-30 m pointed observations.

– The stellar IMF might deviate from the power law observed
in galaxies by suppressing gas fragmentation, or gas col-
lapse, at low masses. The decrease in the estimated star
formation rate makes the gas depletion timescale longer.
Although this runs counter to generally considered top-light
IMFs for low mass stellar clusters, only deep fully resolved
stellar color–magnitude diagrams could reduce this uncer-
tainty through explicit star counting and mass estimation.
These conclusions hold regardless of whether the marginally

detected lines in C1a and C1b are due to emission from swollen
molecular clouds or to spurious noise. We note that the very nar-
row and uncertain line widths, the low signal-to-noise ratio, and
the predicted low gas number densities cast doubt on the identifi-
cation of the marginally detected lines as true line emission. For
this reason we often considered upper limits to the CO emission
consistent with the standard size–linewidth relation that holds
for CO-bright virialized clouds in galaxies.

Our results indicate that the life cycle of molecular clouds
in the Leo ring might be shorter than in disk galaxies or, equiv-
alently, that the spatial offsets between a young stellar cluster
and a new ongoing embedded star formation site are much larger
than in disk galaxies. This might explain the nature of ultra dif-
fuse dwarf galaxies. Future sensitive observations at higher spa-
tial resolution with millimeter interferometers, such as ALMA,
together with additional data from 21 cm and Hubble Space Tele-
scope imaging, can help us determine if deviations of the Leo
ring star formation law from the K–S relation are due to varia-
tions in the mass distributions of gravitationally bound molecular
clouds or to variations in their physical characteristics. The abun-
dant J = 3–2 CO detections in the outer disk of M 83 (Koda et al.
2022) suggest that other CO transitions may further clarify the
physical state of the molecular ISM in extreme environments.
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